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the biggest difference between the two
stories is that its english movie doesnt
include any of the x-men characters.
however, all the characters and the
costumes of the two movies are almost
same. the costumes are replicated but
the characters are just replaced. all the
female characters are females but not
exactly the same. the only authentic
character is ava gardner. her character
is the same as the original film except
for the change in her sex and age.
thats the only difference the english
movie has with the franchise. also the
skin color of the two leads is changed
from fair to dark. its not a big change
but a superficial one as its done by just
putting a makeup powder. and of
course, we have to mention that the
english version was a flop at the box
office. the indian version of the movie
is targeting a different genre. both the
versions are for adult audience but the
indian version is more popular among
the youth. so if you look at the indian
version as a sequel to the original
english version, then its easier to
understand why its copycat. its a given
that it will also be a big hit like the
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english version. but its a vastly
different story being told in a different
time and place. there are a lot of
sequels which are not direct copies of
the original. just look at the harry
potter series. there is a different story
being told in the following films. now
that we have understood the
development of the indian version of
the story and tried to see the influence
of this version on the original one, lets
take a quick look at how the beginning
and the end of the movie are executed.
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milenge milenge is a wonderful couple
of minutes which could have remained
as its own short film. in a way, its more

like an animated commercial for the
abhinetri of serendipity rather than a

movie. obviously, the title of the movie
is inspired from the american movie
serendipity which is the name of the
main characters love interest who is
lost in the streets of new york. the
director may be the first one in the

recent indian film industry to use the
title of the movie to describe the story

which has been lifted from another
story. its a sweet-hearted tale which

follows the tale of kareena and shahid
who are searching for a lost love in the
city of mumbai. milenge milenge is a

cute film which doesn't need any
context and is good for anyone who is
in the mood for a romantic day out.

director satish kaushi is a good friend
of the writer of this movie and he has
directed a few of his own earlier films
which are all highly cherished in the

industry. the music, story and
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dialogues are all well thought of and
the background score is a nice addition.
its a lovely relationship that these two
filmmakers have with each other and i

believe they are the perfect duo for
each other. though the director is

always selective about his films and is
not really a crowd pleaser, he makes
the movie to be a decent hit. now its
the turn of the leading lady to deliver
her best performance, and she has

done so with a commendable effort. we
have seen kareena and shahid together

in a number of previous films and it
seems that they are a great match.

they have a very good chemistry with
each other and it is easy to see them in
a long career together. the chemistry
between the two is what makes the
movie so enjoyable and makes you

wish that they should be a part of each
others films all the time. the music is a
nice blend of western music and hindi
songs and it has a calming effect on

the audience. the only complaint that i
have for the movie is that the few
songs which are performed by pop

stars are not good enough. 5ec8ef588b
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